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WHEN LOCAL IS NATIONAL
An analysis of interacting journalistic
communities in the coverage of sea rise

Robert E. Gutsche Jr. and Moses Shumow

This study explicates meanings of local journalism when what was traditionally treated as a local

issue for local audiences—Miami’s rising seas—was thrust onto a national stage by national press

and for wider audiences. Through a textual analysis of local news stories over a period of three

years, this paper highlights how local journalists demarcated local and national journalistic bound-

aries, using national news to legitimize previous local coverage of sea-level rise, as news sources in

local environmental journalism that strengthened presentations by local press as expertise on the

issue, ultimately positioning national journalists as “outsiders.”

KEYWORDS boundary intersection; climate change; journalistic interpretive community;

local news; national news; proximity; geography

Introduction

Hurricane Milo pummeled Miami, Florida (USA). Eight-hundred people were dead.
Rising sea levels had contributed to 24-foot storm surge in the city. Raw sewage flooded
streets due to an overwhelmed wastewater treatment plant. Roads fell into the sea. Such
was the opening to a 2013 Rolling Stone article titled, “Goodbye, Miami”—a dramatic tale
of a fictional hurricane hitting Miami in 2030. The article (Rolling Stone, June 20, 2013),
with its sensational opening paragraphs, was an early national story about Miami’s local
challenges combatting sea-level rise and drew attention from local press, politicians, and
scientists as being particularly impactful in creating local discourse and dialogue about
environmental change (i.e. Ankum, Brocken, and Koch 2016; Blaeuer 2014; Gutsche et al.
2017). For the next three years, more than half a dozen other in-depth articles from main-
stream, national media would put Miami in a national spotlight; many of the articles were
followed by local journalism about the national coverage (Table 1).

US climate scientists estimate that sea levels have risen nine inches near Florida since
1900, with mean sea level in some geographies rising four inches between 1996 and 2014
(Pinto 2016). By 2100, climatologists estimate that Miami and South Florida could see as
much as six feet of rise. In Miami, this rise is already occurring underground as water infil-
trates South Florida’s freshwater supplies and approaches the region’s surface by pushing
up through the porous limestone upon which much of South Florida is built (Englander
2013). The slow-moving, “hidden” nature of this environmental change makes sea-level
rise an unseen threat for many local citizens, politicians, civic leaders—and the press—to
communicate local impacts and challenges (Ankum, Brocken, and Koch 2016; Shumow
and Gutsche 2016). Indeed, challenges of sea-level rise came to a head in 2013 as national
press made what was at the time considered a local issue for local journalists a national
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TABLE 1
National publications, articles about Miami sea-level rise, and national perceived dominant news audience descriptions, 2013–2016

Publication Article title Date Article synopsis Publication’s perceived dominant audience Local mentions

National
Geographic

New York’s Sea-level
Plan: Will it Play in
Miami?

June 2013 Analysis of New York City’s efforts of
combating sea-level rise, compares to
Miami plans, naming city at top of list of
location with most property at risk
domestically

“unmatched reach to a national audience that
influences opinions on the Beltway, in the
board room, in Silicon Valley, and
beyond”a

Biscayne Times: 2
Miami Herald: 1
Miami New Times: 1
Sun-Sentinel: 1
WLRN: 2

Total: 7
Rolling Stone Goodbye, Miami June 20,

2013
Presents fictional hurricane that destroys
Miami’s infrastructure due to rising sea
levels; states “Miami is doomed to
drown”

“A general interest magazine covering modern
American culture, politics and arts, with
special interest in music”b

Biscayne Times: 2
Miami Herald: 9
Miami New Times: 2
Sun-Sentinel: 3
South Florida
Business Journal: 4
WLRN: 6

Total: 26
Vanity Fair Can Miami Beach

Survive Global
Warming?

November
10, 2013

Covers local flooding in Miami, relating it
to global warming; provides critical
assessment of Miami government plans
to curb sea-level rise

“Vanity Fair is a cultural filter, sparking the
global conversation about the people and
ideas that matter most”c

Miami New Times: 2
Total: 2

The New York
Times

Miami Finds Itself
Ankle-deep in
Climate Change
Debate

May 7, 2014 Highlights national report naming Miami
“one of the most vulnerable to severe
damage” due to rising seas; focuses on
local political debates

“Times readers have expected their newspaper
to provide the most thorough and
uncompromising coverage in the world”d

Sun-Sentinel: 1
Total: 1

National
Geographic

Treading Water February
2015

Examines efforts in Miami to adapt to or to
mitigate sea-level rise impacts; discusses
bleak future for residents

“unmatched reach to a national audience that
influences opinions on the Beltway, in the
board room, in Silicon Valley, and
beyond”a

Biscayne Times: 2
Miami Herald: 2
Miami New Times: 1
Sun-Sentinel: 1

Total: 6

(Continued )
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TABLE 1
(Continued )

Publication Article title Date Article synopsis Publication’s perceived dominant audience Local mentions

New Republic A Rising Tide: Miami is
Sinking Beneath the
Sea—but Not
Without a Fight

November
8, 2015

Features local Miami officials preparing for
future environmental change; showcases
mitigation

“Our audience is not defined by age, they are
defined by influence. They embrace new
technology, they are extremely active on
social media, and they have ever-expanding
networks across multiple platforms”e

Miami New Times: 1
Total: 1

New Yorker The Siege of Miami December
21, 2015

Overview of ecological and political issues
surrounding sea-level rise in Miami

“a weekly magazine offering a signature mix
of reporting and commentary on politics,
international affairs, popular culture and the
arts, science and technology, and business,
along with fiction, poetry, humor, and
cartoons”f

WLRN: 1
Miami New Times: 2

Total: 3

The Atlantic Taking the High
Ground and
Developing It

March 2016 Emphasizes economic development,
gentrification, and economic injustice in
Miami mitigation efforts

“Leveraging all platforms at our disposal—
print, digital, events, and more—we ignite
crucial global conversations about what
matters most, from art and culture to
business and politics”g

Miami New Times: 2
Total: 2

Politico How Miami Beach is
Keeping the Florida
Dream Alive—and
Dry

March 14,
2016

Presents local political and economic
debates related to sea-level rise in Miami

“a must-read for the most influential people in
the country, an audience we call
‘politicos’”h

Miami New Times: 1
Total: 1

Total 49

aSee nationalgeographic.com/mediakit/ng_magazine.html.
bSee srds.com/mediakits/rollingstone/RS_PS.pdf.
cSee condenast.com/brands/vanity-fair.
dSee nytmediakit.com/newspaper.
eSee advertise.newrepublic.com.
fSee newyorker.com/about/us.
gSee rethink.theatlantic.com/static/img/upload/pdfs/TheAtlanticMediaKit_2015.pdf.
hSee politico.com/about/advertising.
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issue of immense local importance (Akerlof 2016). As a result, the intersection of these jour-
nalistic boundaries created several moments of distinct boundary work.

Much scholarship on journalists as an interpretive community approaches boundary
work around a single community, such as how one newsroom deals with professional
norms (Reese 1990), how industry leaders maintain dominant ideological paradigms at a
time of technological and social change (for review, see Carlson and Lewis 2015), and
how audiences interact with news (Tandoc and Jenkins 2016). Comparative studies also
examine the practices of an elite journalistic community at an international level (i.e.
Örnebring 2016) and of professional and “alternative” forms of journalism, such as satire
and citizen journalism (Robinson 2007). By examining the intersection of two distinct jour-
nalistic communities over the period of three years through analysis of local news coverage
of the local-cum-national, this paper contributes to a rich field of study, expanding upon
processes of journalistic paradigm maintenance when potentially distinct journalistic com-
munities collide.

Our aim is to explicate meanings of local journalism about Miami’s rising seas begin-
ning in 2013 as moments when two distinct journalistic interpretive communities met—
when what was traditionally treated as a local issue for local audiences (Pilkey, Pilkey-
Jarvis, and Pilkey 2016) was thrust onto a national stage by national press and for wider
audiences. Put simply, this paper highlights how local journalists demarcated local and
national journalistic boundaries in three ways: first, by acknowledging national coverage
of Miami’s environmental change and using that coverage as a catalyst to boost local legiti-
macy in covering the issues themselves; second, by incorporating national news as founda-
tional evidence and as an expert source for localization in which local journalists, too,
highlighted a level of expertise through additional local sourcing; and, third, critiquing
national news stories as being sensationalized and, therefore, not legitimate coverage of
local communities.

Based on a textual analysis of 39 articles published in six local South Florida news
outlets between 2013 and 2016, this paper begins by discussing relevant research
related to journalistic interpretive communities and journalistic boundary work at various
levels of proximity to perceived dominant news audiences (Gutsche and Salkin 2016a).

The Form and Function of Journalistic Communities

In cultural terms, journalism serves as a function for social cohesion as it provides
dominant explanations for social conditions and events that inform and guide a citizenry
through appropriate responses and interpretations (Gutsche 2017). The role of journalism
to build “community” and to provide dominant explanations of daily life appears as a jour-
nalistic tenet, especially in the United States (Leupold, Klinger, and Jarren 2016; Richards
2013). The professionalization of journalism in Western societies has created standards of
newsworthiness, such as proximity of audiences to news events, prominence of those
involved in the news event, and approved journalistic processes of information-gathering,
such as attribution and accuracy (Hanitzsch and Vos 2016). These standards, altered by
social and cultural values of imagined and socio-political geographies, tend to remain
sacrosanct in terms of providing information that reinforces trust in institutions and main-
tains approved behaviors and values by which society functions (McBride and Rosenstiel
2014).
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Journalism as Community Formation

As a result of affirming and legitimizing dominant ideologies and institutions among
audiences through news coverage, journalism also contributes to the creation and main-
tenance of what is often considered “community,” defined largely by members’ geographic
proximity to one another (for review, see Gutsche and Salkin 2016a). Despite the slippery
terminology of “community”—indicating a single entity within society when in fact what
are considered “communities” often consist of various groups and individuals of varying
belief systems—“community” is frequently used to identify human collectives of ideology
and geography in journalism studies (Alexander et al. 2004; Eldridge and Steel 2016). Still,
“community” continues to be used by practicing journalists to describe the spaces within
which they create social cohesion, even in a digital age (Boyles 2016; Soffer 2013).
Beyond creating journalistic and geographic forms of community, journalistic boundary
work maintains norms of journalism itself that standardize for audiences what can be con-
sidered legitimate journalism and who can be considered a legitimate journalist (Berkowitz
and TerKeurst 1999; Meltzer 2009).

Recognizing Journalistic Boundaries

Industry leaders and individual journalists maintain journalistic norms in acts that
range from public statements that disapprove of journalistic work to termination of
employment at moments of paradigm repair that are designed to diminish threats to
the community that might erode journalism’s social and cultural status among audiences
and institutions (Carlson 2016). Journalistic boundary work also relies on publically commu-
nicated stipulations by which professional journalism is defined and to provide a frame-
work for identifying clearer ideas of not only “who” a journalist is, but the potential
borders of journalistic communities themselves (Usher 2015). Legacy press have long
relied upon geographic borders to define their interpretive communities, but the rise of
internet and mobile news has challenged the power of these geographies to identify
who, what, and where journalists constitute an interpretive community (Robinson 2007).
Developments related to satire journalism (Baym 2010), notions of the elite press (Singer
2013), and the effort of journalists to maintain credibility in widening media entities in a
digital era (Berkowitz and Gutsche 2012) have entered into public discussions about the
social and cultural—and physical—boundaries of the press. In the United States, one
major border for understanding journalistic communities is that of the national–local dia-
lectic, a division recognized as sets of media outlets with distinct geographic influences
and audiences (Gans 2004).

National press in the United States are said to serve an agenda-setting function in
which prominent journalists identify with a wide and powerful audience, among which
are regional and local journalists (Gans 2004). According to agenda-setting concepts,
national newspapers, such as The New York Times, and national magazines guide the
press in what issues should be covered (Funk and McCombs 2017; Golan 2006). What
national press concentrate on, scholars argue, is funneled to local audiences through pro-
fessional journalism norms and practices that influence decision-making related to what
regional and local issues are covered (Napoli et al. 2017). A localizing function of the
press constructs issues of a larger geography and of the national press to resonate with
local audiences (Ettema 2005; Kaniss 1991), a process which contextualizes details and
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presents local vantage points (Bird 2003; Lee et al. 2014). Indeed, scholars note the proxi-
mity of a media outlet to a news event influences varying journalistic practices (Lewis et al.
2012; Wallace 2008). As Domingo and Cam (2015, 147) write, “journalists act in regard to
their collective identity,”much of which is fueled by perceptions of audiences, competition
among journalists, the maintenance of journalist–source relationships, and public acknowl-
edgement of their work.

While constructions of dominant, mainstream journalistic identity are largely based in
historical contexts of journalistic professionalization, Domingo and Cam (2015, 147) write,
identities of national magazine journalists, for instance, are “performed through the images
they think their audiences have of them,” much of which surrounds the magazine’s brand
and reader base (Carpenter, Kanver, and Timmons 2016; Jenkins and Tandoc 2017; Kitch
2005). Additionally, national magazines hold a particularly specific relationship with audi-
ences by presenting high-profile stories that are designed to engage readers through
stories of human interest and with a tone that directs the editorial content to be perceived
as being personally relevant (Abrahamson 2007). For instance, Abrahamson writes that
“editors and writers of magazines share a direct community of interest with their
readers” (669), which reduces a “journalistic distance” between readers and the outlet.
Beyond building the magazine’s brand, Abrahamson argues, this reduced “distance”
“leads to action”within audiences, as readers are encouraged by the coverage “to do some-
thing—and, in many cases, to do something better or more enjoyable” (670).

Regional press in the United States function in a similar manner by placing news that
occurs outside of the region within local meanings that resonate with local audiences and
regional identities (Barnhurst 2002; Kaniss 1991). Fry (2003), for instance, recognizes the dif-
fering roles of local and television news in covering massive flooding of Midwestern states
of the United States in the 1990s.

Journalistic Interpretive Identity Via Perceived Audience Expectation

Local press benefit from identifying as serving a particular geography and shape
news to support meanings of most legitimacy for local audiences, which has long been
associated with proximity to journalistic distribution (Hess and Waller 2017; Yanich 2001).
Understanding how journalists cover local geographies—even in a digital age that
extends journalism beyond traditional interpretations of readers and viewers—assists in
critical interpretations of journalistic practices and products (Lule 2001). How media
outlets identify dominant audiences is a key indicator of an interpretive community’s iden-
tity (Kaniss 1991) as journalists’ application of notions of dominant audiences’ perceived
values, approved activities, and evidence of social cohesion appear in news messages
(Leupold, Klinger, and Jarren 2016). Gutsche and Salkin (2016b) examine the role of “per-
ceived dominant news audience” in understanding the potential (and named) intended
audience of print journalists, which is further discussed below. Indeed, newspapers con-
tinue to be considered, by journalists at least, to lead the field’s ranks in terms of setting
coverage and reporting practices to maintain cultural relevance among audiences
(Meltzer 2009).

Perceptions of audience is also key to local coverage and the creation of local journal-
istic interpretive communities, as is the notion of specialized knowledge related to local
events and issues, access to a wide range of local sources, and a sense of responsibility
to tell stories in greater detail than national press (Holody, Park, and Zhang 2013).
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Indeed, mainstream journalistic norms and journalistic perceptions of interactions with
audiences at moments of national–local boundary meetings provide discursive tools to
protect local issues and local press authority (Dunbar-Hester 2013). For instance, Lewis
et al. (2012) argue that in covering the 2010 BP oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico, local news-
papers broke away from the approach of national press, which by and large focused on
national politics related to the environmental disaster. Local press throughout the
region, however, focused on the details of environmental concerns and outcomes
related to the affected citizens. Still, researchers found that national press was more critical
of local policies.

To be clear, this study is interested less in the coverage of the growing impacts of sea-
level rise in South Florida between 2013 and 2016 than it is in how local press explained and
reacted to national coverage of a phenomenon impacting local space, issues, and people.
Furthermore, while this study does not examine processes of media localism, localization or
agenda-setting, nor does it attempt to explain causes for either national or local coverage in
these cases, we further understandings of journalistic boundary work through an examin-
ation of what we call “boundary intersection,” which we define as a moment when two dis-
tinct journalistic communities meet in coverage of a specific geography or issue. This paper,
therefore, is guided by the following research questions:

RQ1: How did local press cover national coverage of local issues?

RQ2: In what ways did local press use specific elements of national press articles in its
coverage?

RQ3: What meanings related to journalistic boundary work emerge in an analysis of how
local media covered national news of local issues?

Method

This study conducts a qualitative textual analysis of language, vantage point, and
journalistic approach in ways that position the analysis within a larger set of conceptual
meanings (Lindlof and Taylor 2010). This study relied on two datasets, that of national
articles related to sea-level rise in South Florida and that of local coverage, which men-
tioned those specific national articles. By discussing this project in advance with Miami
and South Florida journalists, environmental activists, scientists, and politicians between
spring 2013 and the summer of 2016, we collectively identified a list of national magazine
and newspaper stories about sea-level rise and climate change in Florida.1 Informants
described these national stories as contributing to local public and press discourses
about environmental change and noted that these articles were frequently mentioned in
public meetings, in press coverage, and in scientific discussions about changing environ-
ments in South Florida (see Table 1).

To examine how local media covered national news of local issues, we searched
South Florida news outlets that consistently covered sea-level rise issues (for more, see
Shumow and Gutsche 2016). Using the names of the national publications as search
terms, we searched for articles within a date range of publication beginning when the rel-
evant national publication appeared until June 1, 2016. We used the first day of the respect-
ive month of a magazine’s publication as the start date in those searches to account for
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publication both on newsstands and online. Searches were conducted using Access World
News: The World database and each South Florida publication online archives. Local articles
served as data for this study if the articles mentioned the national press coverage by pub-
lication name. We collected both news articles and newspaper editorials to reflect compre-
hensive coverage in each case and to identify content by its type in our analysis. This
process resulted in 39 articles (see Table 2) that were then read multiple times by research-
ers to identify common themes of coverage, a method common to journalism studies
analysis (i.e. Berkowitz and Eko 2007).

To begin our analysis, we first identified distinct journalistic communities of each
publication (Table 2) by examining the outlet’s published descriptions of their “perceived
dominant news audience.” Defined as the “readers that the media outlet identifies as its
main priority or interest” (Gutsche and Salkin 2016b, 459), such descriptions often
appear in marketing material or in descriptions of the outlet’s mission. In their work,
Gutsche and Salkin (2016a) recognize the difficulty of identifying exact media audiences,
particularly in an age of post-print. Readers can be virtually anywhere, the researchers
argue, though these descriptions frequently take into account the digital age and apply
to both print and digital content. In this study, national outlets consistently identified as
covering issues at national and international levels of interest and described audiences
as being largely within domestic boundaries. Local media outlets selected for this study
tended to present themselves as both localizing international and national news and cover-
ing Miami-area news for audiences in specific neighborhoods and cities of South Florida.

To conduct our analysis related to how the dynamic between local and national jour-
nalistic communities reflects boundary work, we turned to research on meanings of journal-
istic language and approach (i.e. Gutsche 2014; Lule 2001; Parisi 1998) to examine each
local article’s (1) overall purpose or thrust in relaying information, (2) ways in which national
articles were referenced or information from national reporting was identified or applied in
local coverage, (3) overall tone and language used to describe the coverage by national
journalists. Throughout the analysis, we paid particular attention to the storytelling and
language that preceded and followed each mention of national reporting as a means of
finding context for the usage. As a result, our analysis identified two sets of local coverage
over the three years: one set appeared immediately after the 2013 Rolling Stone article; the
other appeared nearly two years following the Rolling Stone article as more national pub-
lications covered sea-level rise in South Florida, many of which also referenced the
Rolling Stone piece.

Processes and Meanings of “Boundary Intersection”

In this section, we address specific journalistic mechanisms within local press cover-
age—such as vantage point of national and local journalism, sourcing, and interpretation of
environmental information expressed in news coverage—that articulated local journalistic
expertise and highlighted boundary work of those covering environmental and cultural
issues related to sea-level rise in South Florida.

National Vantage Point as Local Press Legitimization

In the first analysis, an effort by local press to incorporate national coverage into its
reporting as a legitimization of their own work emerges as a key function of boundary
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delineation between local and national reporting around sea-level rise. As news about sea-
level rise in South Florida gained attention in the national spotlight, largely through cover-
age in Rolling Stone in June 2013, local news stories approached the attention as a means by
which to reaffirm reporting in which local media had been engaged and to push back
against still prominent denials as to the causes or mere existence of sea-level rise. The
day after the Rolling Stone article appeared, a prominent Miami Herald columnist offered
up his reaction to the national reporting under the headline, “Rising Seas? Geezer Pols
Will Be Dead by Then” (Grimm 2013). In a rebuttal of climate change denial among
Florida politicians—including Florida Governor Rick Scott and US Senator from Florida
Marco Rubio, two of the strongest anti-climate change advocates in the state—the
column continues for several hundred words about state-level political battles to stall pro-
gress on climate change issues, despite a multitude of South Florida voices calling for
action. The article ends with a declaration of the future: “by the time the waves are breaking
over Biscayne Boulevard, with a little luck, we’ll be dead and pushing up daisies. Make that
seaweed.”

TABLE 2
Perceived dominant news audience descriptions of local news publications

Publication Description and perceived dominant audience
Number of
articles

Biscayne Times Alternative and free weekly publication distributed in
northeastern Miami-Dade County with focus on real
estate and development “for the Biscayne Corridor, from
downtown Miami to Aventura, including all the island
communities”a

3

Miami Herald Local mainstream, agenda-setting newspaper based in
Doral, Florida for “[r]eaders in South Florida, the
Caribbean and Latin America; web visitors from around
the globe”b

11

Miami New Times Alternative and free weekly publication focused on culture,
distributed throughout Miami-Dade County as “the
region’s essential compendium of news and information
for residents and visitors alike”c

8

South Florida
Business Journal

Publication focused on real estate and development,
highlighting “business opportunities in Broward, Miami-
Dade and Palm Beach counties”d

4

South Florida Sun-
Sentinel

Local mainstream, agenda-setting newspaper based in Fort
Lauderdale, Florida, “covering Fort Lauderdale, Miami,
Palm Beach, Broward, and Dade counties”e

5

WLRN Public radio, television station, and website “for South
Florida,” “serving local, national and international
communities”f

8

Total 39

aSee biscaynetimes.com/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=642&Itemid=48.
bSee miamiherald.com/customer-service/about-us.
cSee miaminewtimes.com/about.
dSee twitter.com/SFBJNews.
eSee twitter.com/SunSentinel.
fSee wlrn.org/wlrn-mission-and-vision. While WLRN is a local public radio station, its website
boasts robust print reporting.
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That same month, the local National Public Radio (NPR) affiliate—on the radio and on
its website—used National Geographic reporting that appeared around the same time as
the Rolling Stone piece to point out that Miami has been “called out” as one of the world
cities most vulnerable to climate change, reaffirming claims that had been made in local
reporting for some time (Woolfenden 2013). Six months after Rolling Stone released its
article, an editorial in Fort Lauderdale’s Sun-Sentinel opined that climate change is no
longer considered “junk science,” citing Rolling Stone as evidence that “everyone” is now
talking about climate change (Sun-Sentinel 2013a). The editorial argued for the state’s
public officials to identify plans to combat local environmental change, thus asserting
their own local influence to not just recognize a growing crisis but to call for political
response on a statewide level.

In addition to recognizing local issues pushed onto a national stage, localization of
national coverage of local issues served to reinforce and legitimize South Florida journalistic
coverage of sea-level rise. In their reporting, South Florida journalists highlighted journal-
istic boundaries in ways that interpreted scientific, economic, political, and environmental
information based, in large part, in relationship to news outlets’ proximity to the news
issues at hand (Dunbar-Hester 2013). In turn, the local press recognized the journalistic pos-
ition and relevance of interest by national journalists, but—as regional and local press do
(Bird 2002; Napoli et al. 2017; Richards 2013)—produced local sources, perspective, and pol-
itical debate to reinforce the role and cultural authority of the local journalistic community.

As another example of leveraging national press coverage as a source of additional
local journalistic legitimacy, a July 2013 South Florida Business Journal article about a
growing storm off the coast of Florida referred to Rolling Stone coverage of flooding
dangers and potential strife that the national magazine had imagined. In the same story,
the South Florida Business Journal included an annotated bibliography of its previous cover-
age of local climate change issues, positioning the South Florida Business Journal as an on-
par source for local environmental expertise (Bevan 2013); indeed, the list of articles
included those predating national stories related to South Florida sea-level rise challenges.

While the Rolling Stone article—with its sensational language and deep research—
attracted much attention in local journalism about sea-level rise immediately after its pub-
lication, the article served as a legitimization of and for local reporting on the topic years
later (i.e. Dearan and Kay 2015). In April 2016, for instance, the Miami Herald reviewed a
newly published book on sea-level rise that suggests Miami is a city doomed to submerge
into the sea. The Miami Herald’s review is grounded in reporting from Rolling Stone and
National Geographic to argue that while local politicians may be ignoring pending cata-
strophe, national journalists and academics are taking notice in ways that encourage
local journalists to cover the issue (Nesmith 2016). A month later in 2016, the Miami New
Times, a weekly newspaper, began a satirical approach to covering national coverage
about—and local responses to—sea-level rise (Billete 2016) and highlighted how the
environmental issue has become one of greater attention for national press than for
local journalists: “Everyone in the nation is talking about it,” the newspaper writes,
“Vanity Fair, Wired, the New Yorker, and even National Geographic.”

While overt mentions of intersections between national and local audiences, publics,
and journalists were few, local coverage tended to source national journalism in ways that
highlighted the newsworthiness of sea-level rise as a local issue and the prominence and
journalistic importance of being covered by national journalists. Such local coverage also
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prepared a foundation of national press as an expert source for South Florida journalists,
which is discussed in more detail next.

Sharing (Spatial) Boundaries Via Journalism as Journalistic Evidence

Beyond positioning national coverage of local issues as a legitimization of (or justifi-
cation for) local press to cover social and political issues of sea-level rise in South Florida,
local South Florida media also leveraged national coverage to enhance its own reporting
on these issues by including local voices and experiences. In turn, national coverage
became a type of “journalistic evidence” (Gutsche 2017)—that which is deemed by journal-
ists as legitimate and authoritative information that supplements local reporting and per-
spectives. In other words, local journalism tended to refer to national press coverage not
just to justify its own coverage of local environmental issues but to position the coverage
itself as legitimate and verified by another set of expert sources. In turn, local and national
press shared in journalistic boundaries of expertise and authority in terms of covering South
Florida ecology, politics, and economy related to rising seas.

A month after the 2013 Rolling Stone article appeared, for instance, a reporter on the
local NPR affiliate prefaced coverage of local experiences with flooding, aging infrastruc-
ture, and beach erosion by positioning explanations of South Florida’s sea rise as being
greatly influenced by the region’s porous limestone, as evidenced by Rolling Stone report-
ing (Echarte 2013). A week earlier, in a preview of an upcoming South Florida news
roundup, the radio’s website linked to the Rolling Stone article to ground related local jour-
nalism in a realm of legitimacy as state and regional politicians were quoted in local press as
denying climate change and sea-level rise issues (Chen 2013). The talk show preview
posted online promises the voices and experiences of local listeners, thus taking ownership
of a national story that was being played out locally and to connect the legitimacy of
national coverage in ways that supported local reporting.

In the articles examined for this study, local press coverage identified national cover-
age of local issues in ways that made one interpretive community a journalistic source for
another, and reinforced the legitimacy and cultural function of delivering information for
distinct audiences of both communities. In other words, local news coverage explained
to local audiences not only the environmental information disseminated at the national
level, but also the meanings and relevance of information to local audience members.
Such interactions between journalistic communities provide multiple entry points for analy-
sis, including the ways in which expertise is delineated in coverage of particular issues and
geographies, and how respective audiences are provided with explanations of journalistic
roles and functions during times of contested journalistic legitimacy, particularly where
controversial topics are concerned, and changing cultural norms exist (i.e. Carlson and
Peifer 2013; Revers 2014).

Local South Florida reporting that moved beyond hard news and the region’s alterna-
tive press also shared in boundary work related to national news coverage of local issues. A
2014 op-ed in Fort Lauderdale’s Sun-Sentinel contributed by a local freelance reporter, for
instance, referenced expertise and science as described by Rolling Stone when discussing
the dangers of sea-level rise and what some local officials and residents considered contin-
ued political inaction (Latzman 2014). Other articles in local press outlets relied on national
press to elevate the issues at hand, frequently turning to the Rolling Stone article—and the
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fictional Hurricane Milo—as an example of potential dangers due to sea-level rise in South
Florida (Brinkmann 2013; Elfrink 2016; Rollason 2013; Stone 2013).

A 2016 Miami Herald news obituary for Peter Harlem—one of the most influential
local climate change scientists—wrote that Harlem was an early voice in discussing the
dangers of sea-level rise who was often picked up by national press (Cohen 2016).2 The
obituary even included recent national headlines as evidence of Harlem’s influence at a
national level to call attention to local matters: “Miami Finds Itself Ankle-deep in Climate
Change Debate” (The New York Times); “Millennials Are Flocking to Miami, Where They
Might All Drown Soon” (Fast Company); “Goodbye, Miami” (Rolling Stone). In this instance,
the local press upheld a local scientist as “one of our own,” though for many years, Harlem
was a lone voice in the wilderness, given very little attention for his work beyond the scien-
tific community.3

By referring to national coverage of local issues as evidence of a story’s importance,
local news coverage relied on national press coverage to provide a sense of legitimacy and
shared journalistic boundaries. The practice of journalists using other journalists as sources
is common enough, in large part because information that comes from journalists is widely
available and, in turn, economically affordable for journalists to reuse (Phillips 2011). In this
case, local journalists sourced national coverage in ways that recognized journalistic bound-
aries between national and local press, which then was strengthened and defended
through discourse that positioned local press as the ultimate experts of local environmental
change and culture. This analysis is discussed next.

Discourse as Defense: Journalistic Claims to Boundary

Despite assuming journalistic legitimacy for local news audiences in South Florida by
relying on national coverage of sea-level rise at contentious times, local press’ boundary
intersection with national coverage also signified a desire to maintain local expertise
when reporting on local identities and issues. Through reporting that described national
attention as sensationalistic and apocalyptic, local reporting aligned more directly with pre-
vious research on boundary work in journalistic practice. In this case, a regionally defined
community of practitioners with shared audiences sought to define and defend their own
reporting and communities against a perceived territorial encroachment by national
outlets. While much of the resistance to national coverage surrounded the “Goodbye,
Miami” Rolling Stone article, attempts by local journalists to reify local journalistic bound-
aries spread across coverage over three years and included responses, critiques, and
characterizations of national reporting that positioned proximity to local news events as
paramount to journalistic legitimacy, a ritual of power in the creation of local authority
over information (Ali 2017).

The day the 2013 Rolling Stone article was published online, for instance, the Miami
Herald published their own reaction to the article, with quotes drawn directly from the
magazine (Smiley 2013). A straightforward piece of reporting—except when considering
that this is in fact a story about a story—the journalist gathered reactions to the magazine
article from realtors, scientists, and politicians, most of them to support the premise that the
Rolling Stone article had gone too far in its apocalyptic vision of Miami’s future. Although
the tone of the newspaper article follows journalistic tones of a reaction piece, its appear-
ance in the region’s leading agenda-setter (Shumow and Gutsche 2016) itself serves as a
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response to other journalism and indicates local efforts to delineate lines of journalistic
authority and influence.

A few weeks later, under the headline, “Miami’s Atlantis, Interrupted,” the Miami
Herald’s editorial board also chimed in, arguing that while the Rolling Stone piece produced
“predictable international buzz,” South Florida had in fact not been ignoring the issue of
climate change:

Truth is, South Florida has not ignored climate change. Officials from seashore counties
from Monroe to north of Palm Beach have been working together for years to promote
new technologies for the long term—and short-term fixes like more sand and sea walls
to stop the encroaching seas. (Miami Herald March 23, 2013)

While it is a rejection of negative portrayals of South Florida’s action related to rising seas,
the editorial ends on a somber note: “Much more needs to be done at the state and local
levels, though, to save Florida from an underwater burial.” A month after it was published,
another instance of local press resistance to the Rolling Stone article emerged on the
website of local NPR affiliate WLRN. While appreciative of attention that the national
article had drawn to a pressing local issue, an op-ed penned by a local scientist argued
that the Rolling Stone article’s tone was “too much, too soon” in terms of relaying “the
lack of any sign of hopefulness as to things that can be done to mitigate or adapt to the
expected impacts” (Enfield 2013). The op-ed, which appeared on the radio station’s
website, continued in its defense of the region’s response to climate change, stating that
the Rolling Stone “article paints us as a bunch of hedonists who deserve our lot and may
as well pack our suitcases and head to Colorado like Noah’s Ark to Mount Ararat.”

Other local coverage appeared to measure the degree to which local and national
news coverage of sea-level rise was influential in creating public discourse in South
Florida (i.e. Lavelle 2013). A month after the Rolling Stone article appeared, for instance, a
journalist with the South Florida Business Journal complained in his column that he had
been raising the alarm on the threat of sea-level rise for a long time, but had not received
much traction from local journalists, politicians, and business leaders (Brinkmann 2013).
Leading his article with a nod to the Rolling Stone piece and a plea for his readers to
“Please read [it],” his was a decidedly bitter report about how he was not able to report
the story himself:

As a journalist, I’ve been trying to explain the risk and growing impact of rising seas here
for years. (See my blog “Sea Level Rise: Ultimate South Beach party wrecker?”). I’m a little
jealous of the full-page spreads the magazine devoted to Jeff Goodell’s story. (Brinkmann
2013)

The South Florida Business Journal reporter goes on to present himself as a local resident
with information about the readiness and expertise of South Florida to address rising
seas, rebutting claims made in national coverage. In one anecdote, the reporter recalls
attending a breakfast to discuss Miami Beach’s installation of water pumps and plans to
raise streets during which residents had told him that even such efforts were “too late”
to make a difference. In the following years, as more national media outlets turned their
collective gaze to the threats facing South Florida, local journalists began to push back
against the abilities of national press to discuss local issues and culture in an effort to
maintain journalistic boundary lines around this topic (i.e. Dorschner 2013; Harper 2013;
Sun-Sentinel 2013b).
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One Biscayne Times article in March 2015 (Harper 2015), for instance, discussed the
consumption of nonrenewable energy by US residents and growing calls for a divestment
strategy aimed at fossil fuel companies. Referencing a recent article from National Geo-
graphic on “Climate Change Economics,” the Biscayne Times article revisits a proposal
from a Dutch company to build luxury floating mansions on a privately owned lake in
North Miami Beach and the resistance to this idea by residents. A second article from
the same issue of the Biscayne Times (Bojnansky 2015) also applied coverage of the floating
mansions that had appeared in National Geographic. “Last month North Miami Beach got
some publicity from National Geographic magazine,” the Biscayne Times wrote. “[T]he
feature focused on another old rock mine in NMB [North Miami Beach] called Maule
Lake, and a community of floating islands, Amillarah Private Islands, that doesn’t yet
exist,” positioning in current media memory another moment when national journalistic
attention provided an entrance point for local press to discuss a local issue. The Miami
Herald also chimed in on the floating mansions. When discussing how Miami might
adapt to climate change, the reporter writes derisively about the proposed floating man-
sions in Maule Lake and quotes a National Geographic reporter who wrote that the floating
mansions are the “rich man’s antidote to climate change” (Gordon 2015).

Local press response to national coverage of local sea-level rise also led to caustic and
cynical coverage. In March 2016, two Miami New Times articles, for instance, critiqued the
quality of national coverage of the threats of sea-level rise and questioned the degree to
which national journalists could accurately discuss conflicts surrounding environmental
change—and solutions—in South Florida. The first article (Munzenrieder 2016a) focused
on a piece from The Atlantic headlined, “Taking the High Ground and Developing It,”
which, according to the Miami New Times, appeared to link climate change with gentrifica-
tion—a divisive issue within parts of Miami at the time (for review, see Shumow and
Gutsche 2016). Yet, as the Miami New Times writer argued, “in the end, the Atlantic story
is basically clickbait. It’s a headline that says one thing but doesn’t prove it.” According
to the Miami New Times, gentrification and sea-level rise:

… are serious challenges for the Magic City’s future, and both stories have been covered
extensively by the local and national media. Yet no one has tried to link the two topics
directly—until now, probably because they have little to do with each other. Yet The Atlan-
tic tries to make the case in a story today. (Munzenrieder 2016a)

By identifying what he considered inconsistencies in the reporting and replacing it with a
supposed local, more knowledgeable perspective, the Miami New Times coverage chal-
lenges the authority of a national outlet, a process of crossing geographic and temporal
lines by attempting to control local discourse about journalistic fact, process, and cultural
legitimacy.

In a second Miami New Times article (Munzenrieder 2016b), the newspaper retaliates
against a list of national stories on local sea-level rise by Vanity Fair, the New Yorker, Atlantic,
and Politico, focusing on resentment among local sources who claim national media cover-
age exaggerates the threat of climate change and the inability of the region to do anything
about it. Beyond naming the short-list of national magazines above, the Miami New Times
reporter takes aim at an article about development and sea-level rise in Miami published in
New York magazine that in the Miami New Times’ words, “has nothing intellectually stimu-
lating to offer.”
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As further evidence of intersecting journalistic boundaries, the New York magazine,
anticipating backlash to its piece, tweeted a link to its article along with a message to
Miami audiences: “Go ahead and come at me Miami #sorrynotsorry.” Indeed, the Miami
New Times reporter took the bait in his piece, referring to the national article as “an odd
mashup of dismissive hotel review, climate change concern trolling [sic], and swipes at
the entire city of Miami.” In so doing, the Miami New Times positioned itself as a news
outlet that stands for local values, writing that “Locals should be particularly offended by
the [New York magazine’s] third paragraph, a contemptuous summation of the entirety
of Miami.” According to New York magazine’s reporter, while visiting Miami:

you realize pretty quickly that whatever you are doing in Miami—be it drinking margaritas
or sunbathing or starting a Ponzi scheme or merely existing on a strip of sand that scien-
tists predict will be completely submerged by the end of this century—is long-term
unhealthy if not kind of unconscionable. (New York magazine, March 23, 2016)

The Miami New Times summarized the magazine’s banter as a “phenomenon of journalists
visiting Miami, spending their time doing touristy things, and then complaining the city has
nothing intellectually stimulating to offer” (Munzenrieder 2016b).

As this section discussed, local journalism’s realignment of national coverage to local
values—a common practice of local news outlets (Bird 2003; Ettema 2005; Kaniss 1991)—
further delineated journalistic boundaries at a moment when two distinct journalistic com-
munities intersected around the potential impact of sea-level rise and resulting crises in the
same geographic region. As a result of this delineation, local press, when challenged by a
set of national reporting with its own status of recognized authority, produced coverage
that served to question the legitimacy of an external journalistic community while at the
same time reinforcing its own status as a more relevant and reliable arbiter of local
values, culture, and information.

Conclusion

Through an examination of three years of local news coverage of national reporting
related to local issues of sea-level rise in South Florida, we focus on specific moments we
refer to as “boundary intersection,” times when two distinct journalistic communities
meet in coverage of a single issue or geography. In these moments, we argue, journalistic
boundary work becomes complicated as journalists from distinct communities interact—in
this case as local journalists covered national reporting in ways that attempted to stake a
claim on who should cover these issues, and how. As we argue above, local journalists
began this process by using national coverage as a catalyst for their own reporting on
the issues. Rolling Stone reporting on the contentious issues related to sea-level rise in
Miami, for example, served as a leveraging point for local journalists to broach the topic
directly at a time when there was still entrenched resistance to the discussion among
local and state power structures.

Relatedly, by incorporating national news coverage of local issues into their own
reporting, local journalists were then able to apply local expertise and sources to extend
national reporting that also highlighted the ability of local press to make meaning of
local issues that appeared on a national stage. Lastly, local news coverage strengthened
local journalists’ legitimacy over local issues—delineating their journalistic role as distinct
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from those at the national level—by questioning and critiquing what several Miami journal-
ists referred to as national-level, sensationalized reporting.

This study contributes to scholarship on journalistic boundary work by complicating
understandings of how news functions to form collective interpretations and presentations
of journalistic legitimacy based, in part, on geography/proximity and perceived audience
needs. In other words, few have examined interactions of mainstream journalistic commu-
nities beyond functions of agenda-setting to examine the function of news storytelling to
enforce or enhance journalistic boundary work. Subsequent research should include inter-
views with journalists from distinct journalistic communities as well as comparative analysis
of multiple geographies and topics that address the potential to further develop notions of
“boundary intersection.” Mobile media that extend journalism from legacy media outlets
across geographies and journalistic communities harken the need for scholars and prac-
titioners to examine issues of proximity, audience, and journalistic interpretation of infor-
mation to relative audiences.
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